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Hatfield, David
RN: Seal-A-Fridge submissions [SEC=UNCV\SSIFIED]
Categories:
SEC=UNCLASSIFIED
ACCC ClassMcatlon: SEC=UNCLASSlFlED
Subject:

From: Info Seal [maibinfo@~lafrid~e.n&au].
Sent: Sunday, 2 September 2007 9:07 PM
To: Caoke, Nadia
Subject: replies to submtsslons

30 August 2007
The General Manager
Adjudication Branch
ACCC
Po Box 11909
Dickson ACT 2602
Re Your Ref: C2006/1981

Seal-A-Fridge Pty Ltd response to recent submissions and Franchisee Questionaire:

Dear Sir,

RESPONSE TO SEALA-FRIDGE (NORTH EAST MELBO-)-

6 July 2007

Re: 1 This area is substantial in size as it covers one third of the Melbourne metropolitan area.

Mr Radford fails to detail that Austwide Plastics is a major mpetitor unlike the submission
h m Seal-A-Fridge (South East Melbourne) who names Austwide Plastics. Austwide Plastics can

Re:2

and do service all of the Melbourne and Victorian markets.
Refigeration mechanics are named as a major competit~~",
however the numbers of the mechanics
are not listed. There would be over fifty that service the area.
Re: 3 Mr Radford details that he chargesjust for a bottom door seal between $110 4120 inclusive
of GST.The material cost for the pair would be under $10.00.

-

Re Seals R Us Mr Radford states that their prices are around 1M below the SAF price. BUS~CSS'S
like Seals R Us have to make two visits to complete a job compared to Mr Radford who only makes
one visit and charges 10% more. Mr Radford is clearly making a healthy profit. Mr Radford would

have no idea how much domestic work Seals R Us perfbrm unless he asked them.

Mr Radford states that "one in eight (seals) was sold to a businessfor commercial
OEM's
firting; the rest being sold to commercial home handymen " The means that seven out of eight seals
are sold to home handy persons who installs the seals themselves.
The question that Mr Radfbrd should have asked was "Howmany seals do you sellper day? " Mr
Radford assumes 2-3 seals per day, given that Mr Radford previowly stated that this OEM store was
one of the main retail outlets in his area there would be other similar and smaller outlets.
We could assume that if this store.sells 2-3 seals a day and three other stores sell 2-3 day this totals
to a combined amount of around ten seals per day equating to fifty per week just ia Mr Radford's
area and this is just in the do-it-yourself area. There are clearly a lot of seals being changed e v 9
week.
Re: seal-~li-Ridges- They have a similar mobile format to SAF yet their prices are 1OOhlower than
SAF. It is clear as confirmed by Mr Radford that he does not offer the lowest prices in his market.
Re: 5 Question 5 was:

"Whatproportion of all refrigeration seals replaced in your area do you estimateyour business
replaces? "

Mr Radfard did not answer the question. He evaded answering it directly instead he stated: "On site
supplying and$tting of seals. "

Mr Radford states that he has a 5 0 % share of the relevant market being onsite supply and fitting.
What exactly is onsite supply and fitting?
Unless Mr Radford details what his inteqmdation of this is them both the ACCC and Seal-A-Fridge
Pty Ltd can only speculate?
Re: 10 The ready made seal market is vqy low at only 3-4 per cent pla.
Re: 11 The fkquency that Mr Radfbrd orders his stock is around once every two months clearly there is no urgency that supplies are required every week. It indicates that a Franchisee can order
stock easily for a two month period,

Re: 14 We have never had any complaints hMr Radford. The first time we were told about any
profiles not being to minimum quality standard was when Mr Radford stated it at the ACCC video
confefence. I will request Mr Radford supply examples for review.

Mr Radford should have supplied my defective samples to be reviewed. How can anyone address an
issue if they are not informed of the issues. I can only assume there is not a problem at all, and Mr
Radford is using an alleged problem to submit a negative view on the SAF products.
Re 14 Minimum Quality Standards.
1

SAF intends to use "minimum~qt~~Jity
stclndards " in its specifications.

Re: 15 Timeliness of Supply
It is obvious that it takes longer to ship goods from the Gold Coast then from Sydney or
Melbourne but as Mr Radford only orders every couple of months this is just another non issue and
just another excwe to submit a negative view.
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Re: "Approvalshould trike no longer than seven days "this will be amended as previously submitted
to the ACCC. A standard operating procedure will be put into place so if the Franchisor cannot
supply a product then the Franchisee will immediately be able to source another approved supplier
and not have to wait up to seven days. This issue has already been raolved.
Re: Greater range No supplier in Australia can supply all of the profiles. That is why some profiles will need to be
purchased f?om a variety of suppliers.
Re: Other experiences with senricefiom the Franchisor.

e
U1

G

Mr Radford refers to the overcharging of fees. This matter has been resolved with Mr Radford, it
related to an amount of $0.80~per week being charged in error.
Re; The Franchisor has a poor record

L

'

Mr Radford states that "I could not be q c t e d to ofer timeliness and adequate service." However
pmriously in his submission he stated that his two deliveries iknn SAP Pty Ltd were delivered in
approximately one week. 1

Re: 16 Impact

Mr Radford is able to obtain savings fbm Austwide; however the majority of Franchisees are not on
the "speciaZ"Austwide rate.
Re: Franchisor history of raising charges.

The Franchisor is entitled to raise charges as per the Franchise Agreements. This has nothing to do
with inflation. If Mr Radford has a contractual issue then he should seek advice lbm his solicitors or
legal advisor and not the ACCC.
Re: Market Effect
Mr Radford's biased view of the market's effect is unrealistic and without foundation.

Re: Higher costs equals higher customer prices.

Mr Radford states that "Higher cost increases of SAFproduct would require increasingprices to
customers."
However Mr Radford claims that he has 50% -60% of the market,yet some of bis opposition are
generally 10% lower than his prices. Clearly if prices were to rise then as in the past his customers
will pay more for his services than the opposition. However there is a huge profit margin in this
business - this is the reason Mr Radford has held on to his SAF Franchise for nearly ten years and
the market will define if there is any increase or decrease. .
Re; Standard

SAF Minimum Quality Standards are about increasing the standards not lowering them.
Re: 16
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We reject the need for Mr Radford to increase any of his prices -perhaps he would like to hrease
them to return a bigger profit than he is already making and is looking for an excuse - the kct is
there would be no need to increase prices except for greed on his part and therefore no customers
would be lost.

'Ihe figure of a loss in customem of 20% is ridiculous and unsubstantiated. Mr Radfords customers
do not purchase h m him on price alone.
17.

Customers moving to alternative suppliers.

Mr Radford fails to answer the questions directly.
Re: Summary

Mr Radford states that he holds a "signijicantsection "of the relatant market of on site ietail, supply
and fitting of refiigeration seals. Mr Radfard states in his submission that he holds 50% 60% of the
market. However this onsite market does not exist it is only part of the real market as identified in
the draft notice of 23d May, 2007 as the "repair markets."

-

When consumers request that their fiidge seals be replaced they ask when we can do it? They never
ask can you manufacture on site? They have no idea of this concept. Like 95% of fridge seals that
are replaced in the repair markets the seals are brought to the refiigeration unit in a van or a car for
on-site supply and fittingof seals generally all service persons provide this common service of
reparing the seals at the customers home or business.
It is clear that Mr Radford has a very comfmble relationship with Austwide who he does not even
name as a major competitor. Mr Radford can not be considered a team member of SAF.Mr Radford
without authorization holds the website sea1afridge.com.a~and rehes to pass on any leads to other
Franchisees. He has clearly stated in a phone conferencethat "he receivesfar more leadsfiom other
areas ,thanJC.ornhis own " This is not surprising as there are 33 other areas who are not benefiting
h m what he calls "His website " When asked in the phone conference if he would pass on any leads
he blatantly said "No" Mr Radford is very happy to receive all work leads f b m all over Australia
and to service his 50 -60% of the market and charge them 1 W more than the majority of his
mmpetitors.

-

-

SAF PERTH NORTH 4 JPly 2007
Re: 1 SAF Pert.North's territory is half of the state of Western Australia

Re: 2 They are one of ten business's in their area that deal solely with seal replacement.
Re: 4 SAF is not the only major business that actually makes its seals on-site. In the submission it
states that King Seals "is set up idenzical to W Franchisees. '"

.
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The submission also Fails to mention other competitors that manufacture seals on site as well.
Re: 5

35% -40% of seals are replaced by SAF Pert.North

Re: 6 Proportion of seals replaced by competitors
King Seals
5-10%
Cooler Fridge Seals 10-20%
10-15%
Airtight
5- 10%
Seal-It
30% -55%
'

Seats replaced by SAF 35-40?!
Total:
6595%
% spare
35%-5%

Requests what proportion of all refigeration seals replaced in your area. You d a t e each of your
competitor's replacements. Given the response at the high end of the market, was that replacement
was estimated to be 95% of the seals, and on the lower end it is 65%.
Therefore h m the figures taken on the high end; all the other competitom as previously listed in
E PZ Randells submission such as " n e otherfive or so business's have quite smuller listings. '"
BL

f*

Other bwiness that are in the repair mark& are appliancepwts centers, white goods and repair
centers not to mention all of the refigeration mechanics and r a j a service companies like Fisher
Z Pa kel or Electrolw. All those business's only replace 5% of the market? These figures are clearly
k
0 1
incorrect and misleading.
1.7
Re: 13 M .Randall has never previously stated any problems with the products supplied by SAF Pty
Ltd. With SAF -he has never had any problems with quality or delivery. In f
k
t lengths of extrusion
have been express posted to him on occasion at the Franchisor's expense.
Re: Conclusion - We have previously stated that we will purchase some products h m RBM and
Austwide etc.
Re: 15 Timeliness of supply
The statement that "and they are unable to sup& because of a shipment running latefiom China,
this will cause us to lose domestic and commercial clients" is another negative viewpoint from Mr
Randall. If this highly unlikely event were to occur the following mechanism would be applied.
(1)

We will have in place a system as previously detailed that will allow bnchisees to
purchase fiom other nominated approved suppliers. The W e l l ' s state that they have
moved over to purchasing 90% of product h m Austwide, yet they fail to mention that
Austwide purchase all of their magnet h m a wholesaler who purchases the magnet fnnn
China.

All of Austwide's stock is not made on-site in the factories as detailed in Austwide's previous
submissions.
Re: Inferior products
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It is SAPSaim to supply and purchase the highest quality products h m any supplier so that our
hchisees can offer the best product to ctmsumem.

Tbe Randell's state that: bbS8a-A-Fridge(Perth~orth
by irsey) books in approximately 2000-2500
dontestic and commercialJiidgesealjobs per year. "
From this statistic we can make the following assumptions:
(1)

The price of an average seal job is between $100 -$IS0 th&
working on the
medium of $125.00 per job itwould be reasonable to assume that $125 x 2000 jobs totals
$250,000 or $125.00 x 2500 jobs totals $312300.00. Therefore the tumover in the -SAF
Perth North Franchise is between $250,000 and $312,500 per mum.

Given that the average price of product to manufacture the seal is around 10?4 of the total service
price the material cost on 2000jobs per year would be around $25,000 leaving a margin of $225,000.
If you calculate this in terms of the turnover being $312,500 and material costs being $31,500 then
the margin is even higher at $281,000; clearly the Randell's are making money and lots of it. Well
done!

SAF South East Melbourne - 4 July 2007

.

.

Re: 2 The Malishev's state who their major competitors are being seven iiidge seal companies and
various refiigemtion mechanics who are not listed. We could easily add another Xifly refiigeration
mechanics who are also competitors.

Re: 4 Price it states "Inrespect toprice there are some in the market who are dearer and there
are some who undercut ourprices. ' m e Maleshew's state that they are not the cheapest in the
market even though they operate on a mobile basis.

The statement that "Asfar as we can determine the majority of our competitors need to order ready
made seals (iefiom Aushut'de) thergbre they are not able to provide a service eficient as ours is a
completly misleading. Fridge Seal, Seal All Fridges, Seals are Us all make their own seals fiom
products purchased from Austwide. Electrolux, Fisher & Paykel all have their own seals ready made
and do not purchase fiom Austwide.
"

.

Re: 5 & 6
It states that approximately 40% fierefhe all the other competitors must have 60%
of the market being the other seven business's not to wunt Westinghouse, Electrolux and Fisher &
Paykel. We believe the Malishev's would have less than 15% of the market.
Re: 10 In previous submissions, Franchisees have stated that they need ready p m a d e seals - a
service that SAF Pty Ltd does not provide however the Malishev's state that it is only less than 1%
of customers that require this service. Clearly not a high demand req-ent.
Re: 14 The weld strength does not affect the serviceability of the seal.
Re: 15 Certain line will still be able to be purchased .fKnn Austwide

Re: 16 There is a very high profit margin in these products, when the Maleshev's state that: "This
increase in our costs would h e to be parsed on to our customers however they fail to infonn the
ACCC that when SAF brought the price down for PVC extrusion across the board and forced
Austwide and RBM to reduce their prices that the Maleshew's did not pass any savings onto the
consumer - they have kept any savings as profit and still they complain. The only reason why the
"
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Malishev's would lose a awtornkr is because they are not passing on the savings to their customers.
16D) As detailed in our submissions any profile not supplied by SAF can l
x PCnominated suppliers like Austwide or RBM.

f h m other

?he threat that "~Austwttwtde
is to lose Seal-A-Fridgefianchiseesas it3 clients, it will no longer stock
all the sealproJiIes that it current&does."
This threat told to the Malishev's by Austwide is used to try and scare franchisees and is used as a
blackmailing tactic. The fact is that Austwide was a thriving business with many customers before
SAF was ever started, Austwide will continue to provide products that they make huge profits on
whether they sell them to SAF Frauchisees or other competitors or their many agents that they have
set up and continue to set up.
The Malishev's state that "Alsosas -1
they d undercut ourprices. "This is
Re: 16 e)
fkther evidence that SAF Franchisees are not the lowest priced supplier in the repair market; they
have enormous profit margins and do not pass any savings onto the consumers. Please note the
Maleshev's have also had their SAF franchise for nearly ten years, obviously there is a reason for
that.
Re: 17 & 18 The Malishev's state: "wfthpriceincreases it is obvious that most customers
lookfor cheaperprices. '"But as previously stated in their submissions, the Maleshev's do not offer
the cheapest prices but as they state they have 40% of the seal replacement market, even though they
are not the cheapest.
This evidence clearly shows that the consumer is not concerned about the price, taking into account
that the Malishev's are not the lowest priced competitor in the market. .
Consumers are concerned about qoality and purchase h m a Nationally recognized brand and image
that Seal-A-Fridge is well known for.
The statement that 'Yfour running costs increase a d we do notpass those increases on to
customers, we strongly believe we will go under."

The Malishev's dramatic statement has no factual basis. As detailed in many submissions .tothe
ACCC the price of materials to manufacture fiidge seals is around 10%of the overall cost of the
service of an installed fiidge seal. For a two door edge at $150.00 the profit would be $135.00 per
job. To say they would ' k o under" is incorrect and misleading. It is easy to work out by the number
of phone calls this franchise receives and to work out the number of jobs that they are perfonring
that they are most certainly making a huge profit and are not the slightest bit interested in passing
any savings onto their customers,they are only interested in maintaining their boycott against SAF
Pty Ltd.

zuE Mr Acheson's submission dated 6* July, 2007
% Mr Acheson's statement that '7am total& independent in the views that I q r e s s . "is misleading
p 2 and deceptive as he clearly represents the agenda of some Franchisees of the SAF group.
W
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In response to why the Notifications should be revoked our response to Mr Acheson's claims are:

Re: I The assurance that I provided in the private and confidential interview on 26 October, 2006
was that "at this stage (October 2006) we would not implement the conduct as detailed in
Notification NS0196 until the ACCC have reviewed the Notification". SAF has honored this
assurance; however over ten months have now expired and the ACCC certainly has had time to
review the conduct. In the draft Notice Paragraph 8.13 states that: "On the bas&of the i@omtion
before it andfor the reasons outlined above the ACCC does not intend to take anyfurther action in
respect of Nohficotion N50196 at this time."
The ACCC may review an Exclusive Deating Notification at any time.

SAF has not exhibited a lack of good faith towards hchisees. We are not aware of any defective
Disclosure Documents.
Re: 2 Mr Acheson states that he has not seen all of the Disclosure Statements yet he states Y o r
Niel Rooney to have the power to requiwfranchisees to purchase goods fiom him. "
The NSOl% Notification was lodged by SeeCA-FridgePty Ltd as the Pramhiisor not Mi lrigel
R m e y who only has one h c h i s e e in Darwin.MTAcheson has launched a bitter and personal
attack on Nigel Rooney to lry to discredit him and the SAF system. Mr Acheson's clients the
Benjamin's of SAF (Brisbane North) are hcbisees of Seal-A-FridgePty Ltd not Mr Nigel Rooney
..
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who Mr Acheson implies is the Franchisor and the entity that submitted the NS0196 Notification

Mr Acheson incorrectly states: "untilJivtherinvestigation i&
completed they reJice to
3
buy productfiom Nigel Rooney suppom'ng an entity that may infact support their competition."

Re:

As previously stated to Mr Acheson's clients the Benjamin's and the ACCC,SAF Pty Ltd is

importing product directly into Australia. The Benjamin's boycott of purchasing product h r n SAF
is designed to force SAF out of the supply of the products market.
We have not been evasive on the question of my wife's relationship with Patricks we have
previously answered fianchisees and the ACCC directly.

Mr Acheson's statement that "Iam requesting that the ACCC do not allow W N g e l Rooney to
enforce the supply ofproduct by themselves (ExcluPieDealing other than 3d Iineforcing) "

Mr Acheson incorrectly states again that Nigel Rooney is the entity which submitted the N50196
Notification. SAF does have an approval process and we have recently been in contact with Mr
Wing Chan from Austwide and senior staffhm RBM Plastics with regards to supply of products
for fianchisees.
We refite any allegations made by Mr Jonathon Benjamin in respect to " m p p oMgel
~ Rooney he
can make it hard on them. ')
$The Benjamin's are trying to sell their business
for over $200,000 more than a demographically similar area that d v e s the same amount of phone
calls. South Brisbane has theirson the market for $1 95,000 neg. Please look at Seal-A-Fridge
website www.sealafiidge.net for conhation. We also have capies of ads placed in the Brisbane
Courier Mail for verification. This is the crux of the matter and always has been. Mr Acheson was
of lowering franchise fses and
engaged by the Benjamin's to help in their--&actics
conditions in an attempt to justify and cover their outlandish sale price; .which of come any buyer
according to Grace Benjamin must take into account the "hugecash component"

. Mr Acheson compares Kentucky Fried Chicken to SAF without the facts as he so often does. We
believe after our detailed research that we know more about KFC's Agreements than he does. They
are not even Franchisee owned in Queensland they are company owned. His comparisons are
ludicrous and made to big note himself without any factual backpund content. Mr Acheson says:
"KFC'sfees were 4% of net salesfor management services and 3% for marketing
conhibution..............we made our money by constantly encowaging and helpingfianchisees to
increase their sales. " Mr Acheson may not be aware that there are 600t KFC outlets in Australia
and New Zealand and that their minimum conservative net per annum is $2000,000.00 (two million
dollars) each. They pay 6% of net sales for management services and 5.5% of net sales for marketing
distribution plus other costs such as 0.35% for supply level and other associated costs. An average
KFC Franchise pays $120,000.00 per m u m in management fees and $1 10,000 per annum in
marketing distribution fees. These are the main costs to the Franchisees or as is the case in most of
Australia; company held business's.
I am sure that even on 4% management fee Mr Acheson could be counted on to provide a lot of
support and he would have plenty of dollars for marketing. His comparisons are ludicrous. Mr
Acheson says: "Ido not regard Kentucky Fried Chicken 's services as 'Ifantastic"merely a normal
levelfor a normalfianchisor .................. ...yoair services are very much less than the normal level
provided by Franchisors (or by KFC) yet you propose to charge a similar amountfor services and
hugely morefor advernmsing.
'"SAF does not charge a marketing levy and is below the industry
standard in Franchise Service Fees. How can a so called professional compare a service industry of
39 franchisees (including New Zealand) to a fast food conglomerate with 600+ mainly company
owned hchises. This would only be permissible if he was comparing McDonalds, Pizza Hut or
another international fast food entity. He has never in all his long winded correspondence provided
any details on a comparative franchise, we have given him several. He along with the Benjamin's

...
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come up with ridiculous figuresbased on fslse information and thneten the Franchisor with the
ACCC if he doesn't comply.
m

(9

4.

Alleged Breach of Agreement

The Statements made by S M are not defective as Clause 1F states :" k h e sby the Franchisee of
supplies to be used in the Franchise hsinessfiom the Franchisor or its nominated suppliers. "
The Benjamin's have a contractual obligation to purchase supplies fhm the Franchisor or its
nominated suppliers.
5.

OL

50

We have not misled the ACCC in previous submissions;if "AustmZiu 's mart
experiencedperson in Australianfianchising" had bothered to read it clearly Clause 4A
Authorized Products Section a) is not in the Benjamin's Franchise Agreement.

Mr Acheson continually refers to his clients "the Beqjamiw "yet in the introduction of his
submission he states that: "I am retained to advise certain Seal Group Fmnchisees and the Seal-AFridge Franchisee Association. I am totally indepmdent in the view that I express,"

Mr Acheson should clearly recall that in a recent SAF Franchisee Phone conference,that the
negative group of listeners had no interest in forming an association and he should also d l that
when Don Radford said he retained the website sealafiidge.com and didn't pass on any leads that
said "I can understand why " Is this really what an experienced Franchise advisor would

Clearly Mr Acheson is a paid advocate of the Benjamin's otherwise he would not continually refer to

''a
9 thmaltactirne.
'is

Mr Acheson states: ''The products the Benjamin 's are wing meet national oualitv standor&. "I \there are no national quality standard or Australian
'9
'standards fix fiidge seals.
.

- .

1

Id

' 2)

'& Mr Acheson states " m e Benjamin 's will continue to o#m their customers a quality product and
UJ
)
I

superior service and support Australian manufacturers. ''

in

5

The Benjamin's purchase most of th&product fiom Austwide who maxmfachne 50% of the product

U they sell that being the PVC extrusion, and they import the magnet fkom China

;1 01.A d d e ' s

submissi0n.l

as stated in

.

1
3

!m
/ 3 Mr Acheson states: "Nigel Rooney appears b have no staffand does not supply any of the nonnal
franchisor senices to h k fianchiseee specializing rather in criticr'sm, abuse and vilification. "

Mr Acheson c o d y states that Nigel Rooney does not have staff how-,
Seal-A-Fridge Pty Ltd
does. On this point of staff Mr Acheson stated in the opening of his submission that: 'Myname is
David Acheson and I am the Senior Partner ofAcheson Franchise Advisors, 14 Royene Place,
Marcus Beach, 4573 " How many staff does Mr Acheson have to be a Senior Partner? This sounds
impressive as it is meant to be, however our research is that Mr Acheson has no staff to be Senior to
other than his wife and he works &om a bedroom of his residential home at Marcus Beach.
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The normal services that SAF Pty Ltd provides to franchisees that Mr Acheson states that we do not
include but are not limited to the following:
1
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

National TelephoneNumber.
Internet Website
Field visits
Suppliers of product
Manufacture, Design and supply of TV commercials
Ongoing training
Market advice and tuition
Research and development
Assistance with selling of the Franchisees business's

In the last month the Franchisor's assistance has been crucial for two Fmchisee's sales, being SealA-Fridge Auckland and Seal-A-Fridge Mackay. The Franchisor spent many hours on the phone to
prospective buyers and assisting the Franchisee's. It is a difficult market to sell in at present due to
record levels of employment so the Franchisor's help is essential and he is always happy to give it.
Please note there were NO problems with the Replacement Franchise Agreement in both sales and
both buyer and seller were extremely happy with the outcomes.

Mr Acheson states that: "heNee1 does not answer the tekphone " another defmatory statement.
In todays modern world I do not believe that anyone could run a SAF Franchise System with over
thirty Franchisees and not answer the telephone. I wish that I could get away b m answering the
telephone some times especially when the person on the other end of the line states: "This is David
Acheson, Australian Franchising's most experienced person and Senior Partner ofAcheson
Fkanchise Advisors speaking. " But it would be too rude to avoid David's phone calls.
6.

Market Share

The question posed to me by Commissioner Martin was "Wlratpercentageofthe market did Seal-AFnblge have of the mobilefiidge seal manufacturing mamanket? " I stated 80-90%; however I M e r
stated to which Mr Acheson did not refer to that there is no market in Australia for mobile fridge seal
manufacturing. Customers require that their seal be changed in their home or business. That is the
repair market as defined in the ACCC draft notice of 23* May, 2007. The markets for the repair of
refigeration seals to households and business's (the repair markets) Trying to say that there was a
market for mobile manufacturing of fiidge seals would be like saying there is a market for Fridge
seal mobile manufacturers with pink or blue colored vans or there is a market for servicemen called
"Brian" or "Larry".

To state that "Certain&Seal-A-Fridge 3 market share of the niche market in which Seal-A-Fridge
operates is substantial 40% or above on the new afidencefiomNigel Rmney, At(stwi.de and the
many Franchisees" is ludicrous.
Of course Austwide states that the figure is high they only want to protect their market share; there is
no new evidence, only unsubstantiated claims.
The notified conduct as detailed by the ACCC in the draft notice will not substantially lessen
competition.

. (13)

Much greater franchisee opposition

There is no evidence that there is widespread and deep opposition to the Notifications less than a
third of Franchisees have even bothered to provide a submission.
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Most Franchisors are major suppliers to their Franchisees for example burger King,Amazing Clean,
Macdonalds, Fantastic Furniture and Mr Achesons favorite Kentucky Fried Chicken. There are
hundreds of examples. One only has to look at the ACCC website and see how many third and fbll
line forcings have been granted. If there is a problem with Seal-A-Fridge's notifications, surely the
ACCC needs to review the t h o m d s of other notifications that have been granted.,

Mr Achesons's statement that ampetition would "be comidembly lessened andpossz'bly eliminated
entirely. "is a gross exaggeration. He states "considerably lessened " is not what is required to
revoke full line forcing which quires that the notified conduct: "has thep~tpose~
efect or likely
effect of substantially lessening competitors within the meaning of Section 47"
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SAF Brisbane North - 6 July 2007

Re: 2 & 3
1.
2.

3.

The submission only lists the following as major~oompetitors:
Brisbane Fridge & Freezer Seals
King Seals
A combination of smaller operators

We submit that other major competitors in the area are:
4.
5.

6.
7.

Fridge Seals Direct who service all of Brisbane
The Fridge seals who service all of Brisbane
Tommy Tucker Fridge Seals who seryice all of Brisbane
Dial-A-Fridge Seal

There is also no mention of major competitm such as Fisher Paykel or Electmlux. Thae is no
mention of the numerous competitors in the commercial sector?
Re: 4 The submission does not state that they are the cheapest supplier. It states "There is not much
of aprice diference we would all be within $10pricing of each other on domesticjobs."
However on previous submissions the Benjamin's have stated that "We are the price leader ifwe
have to raise ourprices then so will the competition. " This statement is clearly incorrect. Grace
Benjamin has also told us previously "insummer we hike our prices up and can charge up to
$200.00 easilySor a two doorfidge seal - w always try to get as much as we can. "
The submission states that they have 40% of the market coincidentally (the same as
Re: 5 & 6
SAF South East Melbourne)
With BFFS having 25% and King Seals 15%Smaller Operators combined.20%.In the 20% of
smaller operators combined, the submissionwould have you believe that this repments all the work
done by the following,
(1)
(2)

Fridge Seals Direct
The Fridge Sealers
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Tommy Tucker Fridge Seals
. Fisher Paykel
Electrolux
Other Fridge Mechanics Etc

(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)

If you believe the Bmjmh's then at 40% they have a substantial section of the market; however we
submit that the real figure is less than 15% given the competitive nature of the market.
Re: 10 Only 5% of the customers use d

y made seals

The Benjamin's purchase their stock h m Austwide in Melbourne and pay extra Mght
charges when they could p h a s e it k m SAF on the Gold Coast
12 SAF supplied product for a period of eight months and no complaints were made by the
Franchisee.
11

.

14 The submission states that "Howeversince product enhancements by Aurtwide we have
noted less recalk than prwiwZy.s"'
statement r e f i to previous problems with the
Austwide product but since the SAF minimum quality standards were introduced the standard
has improved.
PL
W

L.
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15 SAF can supply pduct h m the Gold Coast to ~ ~ s w iin
c h2-3 days if Fequired.
16 It states: ''Emotional cost (stress) because ofpor relationship with Franchisor." This is ,
another petty, emotive response by a Franchisee who likes to personalize everythg without
sticking to the facts.

The facts are that the Franchisees *oincdSAF. Most Franchisees are sick and tired of this
3 Franchisees complaints
After purchasing the business for $205,000 it had been
a advertised for sale for $475,000. The fact remains that the better the terms that this h c h i s e e can
obtain in the ~ r a n c h i kAgreement the higher the price the Franchise will be sold for and the higher
the profits they can make fiom the sale. Please note SAF Brisbane South which has the same
tenitory as SAF Brisbane North is for sale for $195.000.1

1-1

Re: 16 (b)
hchisees.

SAF intends as previously stated in obtaining bulk discount rates on products for

It states that "SAF are price setters in the market, without us competitors would raise
Re: 16 (c)
theirprices" however in point 4 it states: "Thereis not much of aprice difference we w e i d aN be
within $1 0.OOpricingof each other. "
It is clear that SAF are not the price setters, that the Benjamin's would have you believe they are?

I
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Tlie statement that: "Sobuyingfiom S 'to date har not resulted in the savingspromised (re: 5IS%)

Since Saf entered the products market in October 2005 the price fw PVC extrusion and magnet has
been reduced.
Ciearly there has been savings by hchisees and consumersbecause if SAF had not entered the
products market there is no doubt RBM ,Austwide and others would have continued to raise their
prices using oil prices as an excuse.
16D It states: '~ISSAFsourcesproductsjEom
overseas, it twill inerewe the chance of delay in supply.

If SAF receives a bad batch then the turn around is much greaterj'ivrn an overseas supplier.'"
The Benjamin's fail to mention that their main supplier Austwide purchases all of its magnet from
China and if Austwide had a delay or a bad batch then what do they do?
As detailed in ow previous submissions if SAF cannot provide a product then the Notification under
the third line forcing will come into affect and the Franchisee will be able to purchase fiom the
nominated approved supplier like, Austwide, RBM, Patricks Electrolux etc.
It also states that "WithSAF being-appraxl'mately40% of the market nationally" This is a fancill
figure and without any substantiation. It has obviously been discussed and decided upon by these
boycotting franchisees as it is uniform throughout their submissions. The repair market is a very
large and diverse market.
Our research indicates that SAF installs l&s than 1O??! of the digeration seals replaced in Australia

The Benjamins state that: "ourbusiness depends on good quality and good supply at all ti-.

"

Clearly quality is an issue. This is why the minimum standards were put in place is to
ensure quality. To ensure good supply the Benjamin's pwchase their products h m Austwide in
Melbourne and pay extra Mght instead of purchasing it from the Gold Coast and paying lower
fi-eight charges.
The technical advice that is obtained by the Benjamion's is fiam Austwide. The question needs to be
asked why do they not obtain it h m the Franchisor? The reason is that the Benjamin's obtain secret
pricing deals f h n Austwide and prefer not to abide by the Franchising Agreement it has with SAF
Pty Ltd.

Re: 17 The Benjamin's state that :"Withtime fthe quality is inferor W will get a bad name lose
some of their market share. " The operative word in this statement is "rf' If the quality is inferior, we
intend to improve the standard of all of he products not reduce them.
Re: 18 The repair market is very broad, if consumm are unable to purchase a service hone
business, there are plenty of other business's who could provide the service; however we refute that
there will be any need for customers to move to other copetitors as a result of Franchisees being
required to purchase seals fim Seal-A-Fridge Ply Ltd.
As detailed by the Benjamin's any shortfkll in services would be made up by BFFS, King Seals and
other smaller suppliers and many other business's.
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Re: Seal-A-Fridge (Sydney South) submission dated 16" July, 2007
h4r Linke states: "Our major competitors are too many to list. "This statement confkm~OW
position that the repair market is large and highly competitive.

@OW

Re: 3) Mr Linke states that competitors cover. "The whole ofthe Sydney area. " This confirms our
previous statements that the repair market is highly competitive and consumm are serviced by many
competitors.
Re: 4) Mr Linke states that "we are the most competitiveprice wise*"he states that: "we are a
mobile service. " Which is true, however, the only differencethat Seal-A-Fridge has over some
competitors is that we manufacture our seals on a mobile basis. Most competitors offer customers a
mobile service where they came to the residence.orbusiness to replace the seals on site. L a s than
2% of consumers would have a refiigerator taken away to have the seals replaced.
Re: 5) Mr Linke states that "we do not have exactflgurw on this " refhkg to what proportion of
all refigeration seals replaced in your area do you estimate your business replaces?
However Mr Linke states: "impossiblefor us to say as there are so many competitorsfiom all over
the metropolitan area" but previously in question 5 Mr Linke stated that he replaces 3545% of seats
in his area. Therefore the answer to this question should be based on Mr Linke's logic 55%-65%
However Mr Linke states the truth when he says: "Impossiblefor us to say as there are so many
competitors. "Mr Linke cannot define how many seals are replad in his area by competitors as he
has no idea and cannot quantify how large the market is or how many seals his competitors
replace.
Re: I 1 Mr Lkke states that "We have to date always wanted to h a v e p l w of stock on hand to
avoid any supply problems ",giventhat Mr M e states also that "having been mainly supplied by
Austwide since early 2005 "These statements would indicate that Mr Linke is concerned about
supply problems for Austwide; given that they are his major supplier.
Re: 16 M .Linke states that "Our competition is being kept in line as we have not increased our
standard prices in the last threeyears. "
And as previously stated that Mr Linke has 3545% of the market share it would indicate that Mr
Linke has some control in the marketplace; hopefidly the lower prices that SAF has brought to the
market place will assist Mr Linke's customers and not just his bottom line.

Mr Linke states that "wejustprefr to do our own thingfollowing the generalfianchhe mZes so to
speak These rules must be Mr Linke's own rules as he has failed to operate the h c h i s e under the
"

texms of the Franchise Agreement that he entered into in August, 2003.

Mr Linke states that: "Franchisorinvolvement was to be innocuous "touchingbase ",phone calk
every three orfour months and basically little or no support with problems. "
The Franchisor is always prepared to provide ongoing .trainingto assist franchisees. However if the
Franchisor is not made aware of any problems and is not rung then how can assistance be provided?
Franchising is a two way street, between the franchisee and the franchisor however if as Mr Linke
states: "wejustprefer to do our own thing" he should never have purchased a franchise to begin
with.
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Re: Austwide9ssubmhsion dated 7& Jme, 2007
W e reject the statement that the Notified conduct in NS0196 would result in "competition being
lessened but that neither the fiamhisees nor thepublic will hn&tfiom the exclusive dealing
contracts with W."(

I%,

1.

I

The statement is made that "the diagram (appendix 1 attached) disproves Mr
Rooney 's contention in Point 3.29 that Wput'chme less than ZOO% of the
~ i o n , ~ e x l e x lmagnet
b I e and ready made seal markets. "

Yet, no verifiable supporting documentation is provided to substantiate the claims.
As detailed in the ACCC draft notice at 7.7 it states:
"The Australian marketfor the wholesale supply of PVC extrusion andflexible magnetproducts used
in the manufacture ofrefiigeration seals and ready made seals (the products market)" The "pie
chart" is inaccurate, biased and uses unsubstantiated figures. This is based on:

(1)

(2)

The "pie charts" (appendix 1) only detailing a small part of the suppliers in the products
market and it only details some of the suppliers to SAF Franchisees and not all suppliers
of products to SAF hchisees.
The figures are unsubstantiated and not qualified or audited.

W epose the following questions:

(a)
(b)
(c)

How does Austwide lcnow what percentage of the market RBM or Patricks have?
An example of the error is clearly evident where in Point 1 of the submission it states:
"Seal-A-Fridge now has 45% of the market share. " Yet when the figures are added up
being Patricks IS%, Austwide 20% and RBM 8% this only totals 43%.
The "piechart" should indicate all of the members that make up the "theproducts
market "not just a few members of the market. To leave out members such as Electrolux,
Rehau, Double Glazed Products greatly distorts the findings; however this is too biased
towards Austwide's view.
2.

The statement that "Mr Rooney in 2.9states that he acquires hisproductscfiom
Patrickr, Atutwide, RBM and Electrolra. Mr Rooney has not had any &alircgs at
all with Austwide Phtim. "This statement is misleading.

Austwide again make another error, the actual details of 2.9 are: "Mr Rooney indicates thor SrlF

does not manufacture PVC extrusion orflemexlble
magnetproducts. He submits that SAF acquires
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products directly or indirectly.'"
Clearly, the specific words .of 4'directly"or "indirect&"were used. The reason for this is that Mr
Rooney uses buying agents to purchase goods fhrn Austwide or RBM to obtain lower priced goods.
Therefore the statement made by Mr Rooney is not misleading.
Electrolux, does not only sell spare parts directly to Sdge mechanics and wmmms who own
Electrolux fridges; they also sell them to SAF Franchisees, other competitors in the repair markets
and other trade service persons.
The statement that "while the overall marktfor thoseproducts may retain the same for ACCC is
handing over a market developed by Patricks competitors to Mr Rooney.
"

t

1

bL

Ms Siah is under the impression that she is the leader of the Australian Sdge seal products market
with her company Austwide leading market share. The reference to "hand over a market developed
by Patrich competitors" directly refers to Austwide and RBM.

lLl

The ACCC needs to be aware that over the many years that SAF has been trading some Franchiseees
have approached Austwide about lowering prices. Each request was denied because Ms Siah held the
1
r 5 monopoly in the market. Now Ms Siah is very angry that she might lose some control over the
! Pr: market that she has maniDulated and made millions of dollars of m f i t fiom over the years. Ms Siah
i 0 manipulates both purcha&s and franchihiseesin the market by noi providing the sameuniform price
btain much
7 lists to all purchasers. Some purchesers
lower prices and incentives than others;leven though the purchasers may be in the wme~mgraphical
' area to each other.

'

The market was not developed by Austwide or RBM yet Ms Siah feels she has a personal claim to it.
The ACCC is clearly not handing over any market to Mr Rooney. The facts are that Ms Siah wants
to remain "in control" of the market she claims she developed and does not want any extra
competition in the marketplace.
SAF is in the process of nominating Authorized nominated supplierswhich will include Austwide,
RBM,Patricks etc.

3.

The statement that 'krhile it in itselfis not a major concern ifthe Franchisor can
achieve economies of scale on supply is both timely and of a standard acceptable
to the end urer. "

This statement is pleasing to read as it would imply that Austwide has no major concerns that SAF
Pty Ltd can purchase products in bulk from Austwide at lower prices. We intend,to obtain specific
pricing h m Austwide on this point.
However, the statement that: "asSAF imports its products it cannot guarantee timeliness " is totally
absurd. As previously detailed Austwide "imports" its magnet fiom China; can they guarantee
timeliness?? We do not ever intend to run out of stock.
5 & 6 The written permission will be a standard operating procedure and will.not cause and
adversely delay in the purchasing of pmducts
'

There will no ten day delay in providing approval.
Austwide distributes h m Melbourne and takes as it states a maximum of four working days to
Queensland. SAF depot on the Gold Coast is in Queensland and can deliver into Queensland within
two days. The argument on timelines is false, misleading and biased.
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7.

In reference to point 322

This reference needs to be taken in context. The reference was in tenns of RBM and Austwide's
share of the Australian market for products they.sel1being PVC Extrusion and flexible magnet to the
Australian Market.

The main reason why Austwide had 85% of that market was that:
RBM.increased its prices by 15% and,
RBM was for nearly 12 months unable to supply the mahi domestic profile KW 146

(a)

@)

Re: 8 States: "Itis quite correct that A u s N e inmmedp&es due to the oil price hike. "
It could be argued that when the price of oil dropped then the price should have been lowered
however this has not occurred.

Re: 9 Austwide has never provided any test d t s fhnn the Chisolm Institute. We welcome
Austwide to provide them to us for review and will request them to be supplied to us.
Quality control is performed at the time of manufactureunder strict guidelines.
Re: 10There will be no public detriments as there will be a range of nominated approved suppliers.
Re: 1.1 Savings will be passed onto h c h i s e e s as a result of economies of scale.
Re: Summary:
Re:: 1 The figures that Austwide state are not true and correct figures of the products market they
are biased and misleading.
Re: 2 Mr Rooney does not own Patrick Products. Mr Rooney does not have leverage within this
market. However, SAF Pty Ltd and the SAF Franchisees will if they purchase their products in bulk.

Re: 3 There will be no waiting of seven days for appmval to purchase product. More than 95% will
be on a standard operating procedure format and less than 5% could be approved on the same day.
There will be no loss of goodwill to Franchisees or the Franchisor.
4.

There will be savings as submitted to the ACCC in the purchase of products for
fbnchisees and there will be no lessening of competition.

5.

The statement that "nismust surely not be in the interest of the public nor the
interest of thecfmnchisetv and certainly not in the interest of the suppliers. "

This statement goes to the heart of Ms Siahs objection to the Notification. She does not want to lose
control of the market and she fears competition from SAF Pty Ltd and Franchisees purchasing
products in bulk and therefore reducing her huge profit margin.

Yours sincerely,
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Niel Rooney
Director
Seal-A-Fridge Pty Ltd

Gmeral commentsto submissions:
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Hatfield, David
FW: General comments to submissions [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]
Subject:
Cate$ories:
SEC=UNCLASSIFIED
ACCC ClassMcatlon: SEC=UNCLASSIFIED

From: Info Seal [ m a i ~ I n f o @ s e a ~ n e t . a u ]
Sent: Sunday, 2 September 2007 9:09 PM
To: Cooke, Nadia
Subject: Spam: General comments to submlssbns

30 August 2007
The General Manager
Adjudication Branch
ACCC
Po Box 1 1909
Dickson ACT 2602
Re Your Ref: C200611981
General comments to submissions:

Dear Sir, .

Given the carell consideration that the ACCC has given to all submissions, the following points
would clearly not have gone unnoticed.
(1)
Suppliers Complaints
Austwide has stated that RBM has 8% of the products market and Patrich has 15% yet both of
these companies have not submitted submissions to revoke Notification NS0196 Full Line
Forcing.

The only supplier who has opposed this is Austwide. Clearly Austwide does not want any
competition and wants the current status quo to remain. If the conduct detailed ia the Notifications is
so negative then why are the majority of the suppliers not complaining?
(2)
Pnrcbases from Austwide
Of all the franchisee submissions h m 20&June, 2007; state that they purchase the majority of
their products fiom Austwide.

-

SAF Sydney South 1Wh
SAF Brisbane North -1 00%
SAF SE Melbourne- 1W/o

'

General comments to submissions:
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SAF Perth North 90%
SAF NE Melbourne - 100%
SAF SW Victoria
1OOO?

-

There is clearly an organized campaign fiom Austwide and a core group of SAF Franchisees who
purchase the majority of their product fiom Austwide to try and ensure that SAF Pty Ltd does not
interfear with the market share that Austwide has or interfere with the special pricing structure that
these Franchisee's obtain from Austwide.
(3)

Austwide Pie Chart

Austwide details in their pie chart that SAF Franchisees Nationally have 43% of the market for
extrusion and magnets. Their breakup claims that Austwide has 28%, Patrick 15%and RBM 8% a
total of 43%. Yet no evidence h m Patrick or RBM is given to substantiate this claim. The heading
of the pie chart incorrectly states: "marketfor extrmbonand magnets (Seal-A-Fridge Franchisees) "
when in fact the pie chart really indicates the "market"for all purchases of extrusion and magnets
(eg. SAF & other)
Another emor is that Aukwide incomedy states that the souroe of their PVC & magnet isfiom
manufacturing and wholesale;when Austwide has clearly stated in their submissions that the magnet
that they purchase fiom a wholesaler is made in China. The pie chart should be amended to state the
source which is manufaluring and imponkd wholesale.Many submissions h m franchisees clearly
state concern about imported products sold by SAF Pty Ltd yet there is neva any mention that
Austwide sells imported magnet.
(4)

Market Share Estimations

The ACCC questionnaire in question five asked 'khatproporhbnof all reMeration seals replaced
'inyour area do you estimate your business replaces.? "

Given that submissions fiom hchisees to that questionnaire covered four different states and a
wide variety of geographical areas, competitors and demographics. The respomes were all somehow
amazingly similar.
Given that Grace and Jonathan Benjamin of SAF (Brisbane North) in Section 16D of their
submission stated that ''withSXF being approximately 40% of the National Market. " However SAF
(Brisbane North) only carries out work in the Brisbane North area in Queensland, how could they
have any concept of what the National market share it?
The Franchisee responses for question five were:
SAF Brisbane North 40%
SAF SE Melbourne 40%
SAF Sydney South
35-40% (average 40%)
SAF North Perth
35-40%
SAF NE Melboume 50-60%
SAF SW Victoria
60%

Amazingly four of the six submissions stated or averaged 40% and the other two were even higher at
up to 60%.
Clearly these Franchisees by their own figures have a large market share and would not welcome any
fUrther competition into the marketplace to lower their market share and reduce their huge profit
margin.

General commentsto submissions:
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We believe that there has been an organized campaign between the respondents to the questionnaire
and that a figure of 40% or higher was a g e d on to be put f m a r d on all submissions. How could
six different markets in four different states; with varying.numbers of competitors and demographics
be so similar? It should be noted that no evidence, documentation or proms was provided to support
the estimated claims of m d e t share.

Further evidence of the organized campaign is that in the ACCC letter of 13 June 2007 requesting

fUrther submissions in relation to notification N50196,any response to this request was to be
obtained by Friday 6 July 2007. The dates on the submissions were as follows,
6 July 2007
6 July 2007
6 July 2007

Sent via email not signed
Sent via email not signed
Sent via email not signed

SAF North Perth
4 July 2007
SAF NE Melbourne 4 July 2007

Sent via email not signed
Sent via email not signed

SAF Brisbane North
SAF SE Melbourne
Mr David Acheson

SAF SW Victoria

SAF Sydney South

20 June 2007 Posted and signed
16 July 2007 Posted and signed

Franchisees were given about 24 days to respond. The questionsirerequired answers that could only
be given independently by the Franchisee as it related specifically to the Franchisees area. However
amazingly,five of the seven respondents all sent their submissions viaemail and within two days of
~b: each other. Even Austwide is recorded as submitting their submission on 6 July 2007 and they're not
'
cven a Granchisee.

Therefore the responses to the questionuaire must be viewed as not be-

independent or credible.

(9Freight Charges
Several Eranchisees such as:
SAF SE Melbouxne

SAF NE Melbourne
SAF SW Victoria

Made complaints in their submissions that the extra fight costs would certainty affect their
business; yet in the cases of SAF Brisbane North who have a market share of 40% and SAF Cairns
both these Franchises purchase over 90% of their product from Austwide in Victoria and pay extra
freight charges as opposed fkom purchasing from SAF Pty Ltd which is based in the same state and
with much lower freight charges. How is it that SAF Brisbane North can have a market share of 40%
and pay extra for hight costs yet the Victorian Franchise cannot do the same when the situation is
reversed. As a result of the conduct a minority of Franchisees may pay slightly higher freight cos&;
however the majority will pay the same or lower kight costs.
(6) Lowest Price

General comments to submissions:
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In the majority of submissionsto the questionn&, Francstated that they
were not the lowest priced business in the repair market, some stated that the competition was
"around 10% or lower" yet all hchisees stated that they had the highest market share over their
competitors. Therefore it is clear that in the "repairmarket" consumers do not choose the "repair
company" solely on price. If they did SAF Franchisees would not have the highest (claimed) market
share.

One of the main reasons that consumerschoose the Seal-A-Fridge brand over other competitors for
their new seals in the repair market is because they h o w SAF stands for quality products with a
wananty. This is a defining fact; which clearly details why SAF Pty Ltd requires third line forcing
to ensure that the brand, image and trademark of SAF are protected.
Submissions made by Austwide and the organized group of SAF fimchisees contain many emns
and unsubstantiated claims, lack any documented evidence and as such should clearly not be taken to
be fict.
Rarely in the context of Notifications that are lodged with the ACCC has there been an organized
c8mpaiga mounted to revoke the lodged notifications. If all notifications were reviewed to the same
extent that these notifications have been, we doubt that anyone would even bother to submit any
notifications given the time, frustration and costs involved with the whole process. There is a
campaign to try and "bog"Seal-A-Fridge Pty Ltd down with paperwork and keep complaining
I= ,incessantly to the ACCC to cause mblems. However this is not working]
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We hope that the ACCC will be fsit in their review of & information in allowing our submissions
not to be excluded fiom thc public register and afford us the same opportunity toiave our. i .
submission displayed for all the public to see, as has been the situation afforded to other '~&ested
parfiesWwho are paid to oppose our notifications.

Yours sincerely,

.

Nigel Rooney
Director
Seal-A-Fridge Pty Ltd

